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ANTI-INVARIANT SUBMANIFOLDS OF REAL CODIMENSION OF A 

COMPLEX PROJECTIVE SPACE 

By Jin Suk Pak 

1. Introduction 

As is welI known, the unit hypersphere S2,:+l in an Cn+1)-dimensional 
n+l ___ 1_:_ t.... __ !'1l , __ :.:J __ .L!'~!_~ ~_.L _____ ll__ _ __ :LL n 2(n+l) 

complex number space C7IT
\ which wiII be identified naturalIy with R 

is . a principaI circIe bundle over a complex projective space Cpn, and the 
n ! ___ !_ .. ___ 1 _ -. ,,2n+l Riemannian structure on CP" is given by π : S"''' I ""-___ • Cpn the naturaI projectioTh 

of S2n+l onto Cpn which is defined by the Hopf-fibration [6, 7J. Thus the theory 

of submersion is one of the most usefuI tooIs for studying a complex projective 

space and its submanifold. In this point of view, H. B. Lawson [lJ , Y. Maeda. 

[3J and M. Okumura [4J studied reaI hypersurfaces of a complex projective 

space. 

On the other hand, K. Yano and M. Kon [9J proved 

THEOREM A. Let M be an Cm+1)-dimensz.onal compact oyz.entable antz"-갱ν'ariant 

submamfold wz"th parallel second lundamental lorm 01 S2n+l. 11 the norηzal'’ 
connectz"on 01 M z.s Ilat, then 

m+l. ,,2n+l M=S'Cr1)x…X S'Cr m+l) in an S~"'T' in S 

where r잔 ... +찮+1 =1. 

Using Theorem A, Okumura [6J have proved 

THEOREM B. Let M be a compact n-dz.ηzensz.onal Cn> 1) anti-invarz.ant submanz.

lold 01 a complex projectz"ve space Cpn wz"th t서vz.al normal connectz"on. 11 the 

ηzean curνatμre vector lield 01 M z.s parallel zνith respect to the normal connection ’ 

and sati육fies HBUA=HAUB lor A, B=l, 2, .. ', n, then π 1CM) is SlCr1) X …× 

Sl Crn +1)' αykeye s1(깐) denotes the drcle 01 radiκs r i • Consequently M is dilleo

morphic to n-product 01 circles. 

In this paper we aIso consider a submanifold M of Cpn which is a base space

of a circIe bundle M over M , where M is a submanifold of S2η+1. 
In 2, we state some fundamentaI formulas for submanif이ds of Kaehlerianl 
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manifold and in 3, we recall fundamental equations of a submersion which are 

introduced by B.O’ N eill [6], K. Yano and S. Ishihara [7]. Then, in 4 we 

oConsider a su.bmanifold M of S2n +1 which is a circle bundle over a submanifold 

M of Cpn. Here we relate second fundamental tensor of the submanifolds M 

and M. The last section 5 is devoted to establish fundamental relations of the 
2n+ 1 /"1 Tln 1 .... l' 

:subm.ersion π : S""".-I .L_• cr and π :M-• M in the case that the submanifold 

M is anti-invariant. And we find some necessary conditions for anti-invariant 

'Submanfold M with parallel second fundamental tensor to be a model subspace 
1. . 2 .SL(r1)x ... xSL(r，η+l)/~ ， r~+ ... +r:+l=l, appeared in Theorem B by using 

Theorem A. Manifolds, submanifolds, geometric objects and mappin l:{s we 

,discuss in this paper will be assumed to be differentiable and of class C∞. We 

use in the present paper systems of indices as follows: 

κ， A.， μ，l.J =1， 2， …, 2n+1; h,z", j , k=1, 2, "', 2n, 

α， β， r, δ = 1， 2，"'， m+1; a, b, c, d , e=1, 2, …, m, 
x, y, Z, w= 1, 2, "', 2n-m. 

The summation convention will be used with respect to those systems of indices. 

2. Submanifolds of Kaehlerian manifolds 

Let 1M be a 2n-dimensional Kaehlerian manifold covered by a system of 

‘coordinate neighborhoods {η ; i} and denote by gji components of the Hermitian 

metric tensor and by 갱 
have 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

those of the a1most comp1ex structure of M. Then ￦e 

and, denoting by τ the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to 

.gji’ 

(2.3) Fj￠t=o. 
Let M be an m-dimensional Riemannian manifold covered by a system of 

‘coordinate neighborhoods {U; 상} and immersed isometrically in 1M by the 

jmmersion i: M-• 1M. In the sequel we identify i(M) with M i성elf and 

,represent the immersion by 

(2.4) 
We put 

yj=yj(xa). 
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(2.5) 쩍 =abYi, ab=a/axb 

::and denote by N~ mutualIy orthogo때 unit normals to M. Then denoting by 

.gcb the fundamental metric tensor of M , we have 

gcb=B~B~g c-b'" ji 

since the immersion is isometric. Therefore, denoting by \jb the operator of 

'van der Waerden-Bortolotti covariant differentiation with respect to gcb’ we 

,have equations of Gauss and Weingarten for M 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

FcB;=AcbxN;, 

까NZ=-A강BJ， 

'respectively, where ACb % are the second fundamental tensors with respect to the 

'normals N~ and A~.=AM.gab=A __ y gab g~ .. , g... being the metric tensor of the caxo --ca C;;J ~ %Y' ~ %y 

,normal bundle of M given by g%，， =N~N~gji and (/a) = (gba) 一 l.xy -. x- - yo J1, ---- - .... 0 .. 'C;;;JÞ 0 

Equations of Gauss, Codazzi and Ricci are respectively 

(2.8) 
h ~kjia 

K dcb
U 

=Kkji " B값bh+Adx AcZ -AcxAdb ’ 

(2.9) h ~kji 
O=Kkjz B야.~N~ - ('1 dAcb 

~ 

- '1 ~db~ ), 

and 

(2.10) 
h -.kj ... Ti ... T% 

Kdcyx =KK·i Bd;NyNh+(Ade Acy-Ace Ady), 

'where B짧=B웹B합， B짧=B$BjBt ， BZ=B;gba훤， NZ=NjgYXgjh and Kdcf 
.is the curvature tensor of the connection induced in the normal bundle. 

We now consider the transform 

1ture tensor 펴. Then we can put in each coordinate neighborhood U =σnM 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

'respectively. 

(2. 11) and (2. 12), 
(2.13) 

캠B~=행B;+챔N;， 

썩N;= -웠B~+Ø~~ 

we have, from 

øb%= Øxb’ 
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where CÞbx= 앵g yx and CÞxb = 썩gab and 

(2.14) CÞyx= -CÞXY' 

where ￠yx = ￠삶zx. 
Applying cþ to (2. 11) and (2. 12) and using (2‘ 1) and these equations, we can~ 

easiIy find 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

CÞ!CÞ~ +δ~=cþ짧， 

야행+δX=야성. 

Differentiating (2. 11) and (2. 12) covariantly along M and using (2.3) and‘ 

the equations (2.6) and (2.7) of Gauss and Weingarten, we can verify that 

Vb뼈=A~i때-Abax 얹， (2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

VIi양=Abay 점-Abcx %, F밟 =AZx야 -A와앵， 

Vb앵=Abay 앵-A& 뼈. 

We now assume that the ambient manifold M is of constant holomorphic. 

sectionaI curvature c. Then it is weII known that its curvature tensor K헨h has. 

the form 

(2.21) 
잊 “ 

Therefore, substituting (2.21) into (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10). we can see that the.: 

equations of Gauss, Codazzi and Ricci are respectively given by 

(2.22) Kdro
a =좋(δ짧 -햄db+빼cb-CÞ쟁'db- 2ifJdc뼈)+A싫cbx -A싫df • 

(2.23) V껴cbx -F A x =L(￠갱 b -CÞ:ifJdb -2ifJdc'햄). a'Acb • c'Adb 4 "'- drcÞ rcraÞ -ra 

(2.24) Kdcyx =숭(뼈cy- ifJ따Y -2CÞdC햄)+Adex AZy -AceX A$y • 

2η+1 
3. Submersion íi : S +cP' and immersion i: M .cpn 

2n+1 ，..，~， • • 1._ ,. _______ 1. ____ ,/_1 .n+l,,, _I ,2 Let S~n -r-'(I) be the hypersphere {(c\ ... , c'''')llcï''"+ … + I C'ZT ~ 1" = 1} of radius‘ 
1 in an (n+ l).dimensional space cn+ 1 of complexes, which wiII be identified‘ 

naturalIy with R2Cn十 1). The sphere S2n+l(1) w iII be simply denoted by S2n+1. 

Let 죠 : S2n+ 1_• cpn be the naturaI projection of S2η+ 1 onto a complex projec. 

tive space Cpn which is defined by the Hopf fibration. We consider a Riemannian‘ 
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submersion π :M-• M compatible with the Hopf fibration 죠 : S2n+l_• CP”, 
where M is a submanifold of codimension p in cptl and M = 죠-l(M) that of 

S2n+l. More precisely speaking, π :M • M is a Riemannian submersion with 

totally geodesic fibres such that the following diagram is cornr, 바” f f?잉 
M 

z 
~S2n+l 

π π， 

M z ’ cpn 

where Z : E-• S2n+1 and t : M-• cpn are certain isometric imrEersions. 

Covering S2n +1 by a system of coordinate neighborhoods 띠 : y안 such that 

죠(ψ)= η are coordinate neighborhoods of Cpn with IocaI coordinate (y'), we 

represent the projection 죠 : S2n+l_• cpn by 

(3.1) 

and put 

f=/(yx) 

(3. 2) E; =8κy' ， aK=a/al. 

the rank of metric (E~) being always 2n. 

Let’s denote by ~K components of ~ the unit Sasakian structure vector in' 

S강1 +1. Since the unit vector field ~ is always tangent to the fibre 죠-1('p)， 
Fεcpn everywhere, E~ and ~ K form a Iocal coframe in 싼+l， where 강=gxμEμ 

and gκμ denote the Riemannian metric tensor of S2n+l. We denote by {E~， ~K} 
the frame corresponding to this coframe. We then have 

(3.3) EzE?=￡， Elex=0, # E?=o. 
K-, 

We now take coordinate neighborhoods {tl: xd
} of M such that π(U)=u are 

coordinate neighborhoods of M with local coordinates (x
a
). Let the isometric• 

immersions i and z' be locally expressed by l = l'(x앙 and yj=yj(xa) in terms 

of local coordinates x
a 

in σ(CM) and (x
a

) in U(CM) respectively. Then the 

cornmlnativity g·i=i·π of the diagram implies 

y1(xa(xα)) =yl(yx(xa)],

where we expressed the submersion π by xa =상(x앙 Iocally, and hence 

(3.4) B;E@=E;B2, 
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뀔=oal， B:=oal' and E;=oæc
a
• 

For an arbitrary point PEM we choose unit normal vector fields 백 to M 

defined in a neighborhood U of P in such a way that {B~， N~} span the tangent 

space of Cpn at i(P). Let P be an arbitrary point of the fibre π-1(P) over P , 

then the lifts N~=N~E~ of N~ are unit normal vector fields to M defined in x- , ~--x 
the tubular neighborhood over U because of (3.4). Since 흥XE; =0, we can 

y 10 
-A·Fi 

願짧
 

때
 

C 
~/(=람Ü:X' 

where 폼 is a local vector field in M. Using (3.4) and (3.5), we find 

(3.6) 잃암=1， 옆EZ=0， 

where 잃 = 옆gß，α and g ßa is the Riemannian metric tensor of M induced from 

that of S2n+1. Therefore, {EZ，잃} is a local coframe in M corresponding to 

{EX, Ex} in 쥔 +1. Denoting by {E:, 양} the frame corresponding to this coframe, 

we have 

(3.7) E2EZ=갱， 화Eg=o， 
and consequently 

(3.8) E;B;=BaEg 

with the help of (3.4) and (3.6). 

Denoting by 1 싫 , {.쇄 , {￠사 and b ac the Christoffel symbols formed 

with the Riemannian metrics gμÀ.' gji' gßa and gõa respectively, we put 

r À. ì r./( r h ì 
DμEt =aμE~+1 μ "JEi- tJ 서EμEk’ 

:and 

faE@=agE$- {J씨Et+ {b%}E$E;, 

f Ea=a 。Ea+! α ‘E~-f/JE~~. gι a' lß rJLJa lb a) β 

Since the metrics g À.μ and gαß are invariant with respect to the submersions 죠 

and π respectively, the van der Waerden-Bortolotti covariant derivatives of 

E;, E2 and EZ, EZ are given by 
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DμE;=쉰 (EZ칠+§μE~)， 

DμE3 =산EJaa-채μE?. 

fβE@=햄(E앓g+잃Ea). 

fgEg=kbaE앓a-ktFβE% 

respectively, where 객 = gihkji’ 행 = gackbc, 
induced from the submersions 죠 and 

(3.9) 

hii being hba are the structure tensors 

π respectively (See and Konishi Ishihara 

(3.10) 

lmmerSlon the 

[2] ). 
On the other side the equations of Gauss and Weingarten for 

., . ... ,..,2n+ 1 i : M-→s~，.-p are given by 

/ ’B" =A. :c N"’ βαj r Ra x 
f BX=a BX+ 

g α a 
fgN;=멤:+떠}BZlVZ-r&파= -A$BZ, 

(3.11) 

+cp" by and those for the immersion z' : M 

x Ni. 
* 

B' =A. 
C oa 

c 
b a jz·k}쩍BZ-FLBz=&Bf+ 

u a v a 

j써쩍N:-r#jvi= -ALB;, ?lNt =a‘N ’+ 
u % v % 

(3.12) 

normal 

respect to the 

T컸 and F? 
t:Jz 0% 

bundles N(M) and N(M) of M and M respectively, where A~:c =Aß/ gar gy:c' Aß: 

and Aba % are the second fundamental tensors of 짜 and M with 

the on induced connections the of components being 

and (3.8) Moreover in such a case (3. 4) unit normals 따 and 껴 respectively. 
imply 

Pb=Egfa· 

Then we have by definition of Sasakian structure λ ;:À 
We now put rþμ=D삶 · 

/.t ~À , ;: -;a 
￠μrþ~= -δ;+~"ç ’ (3.13) 

and 

Dμ~"=땐’ Dμ뭘=링δZ-한g따， (3.14) 

the respect to with differentiation Lie the Denoting by Æ 
니m
 

tl e 
뭘
 w 

·J 

’ 
r
냐a
;
5
 

= 
떠
 

A삐
 
”m 

e 

r 

F 

0 따
 짧
 (3.15) 
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(3.16) 

Jin Suk Pak 

￦e can see that 쩍 defines a global tensor field of the same type as that of 

쩍， which will be denoted by the same letter. with the help of (3.15), Æ량=0 

and Æ휩 =0. Moreover, using (3.9). (3.14) and (3.16). we easily see 

(3.17) 혐=-진， 
which satisfies 

(3.18) 갱￠i=-야. 
Differentiating (3.16) covariantly along CP" and using (3.9) and (3.14) , we 

have 

(3.19) 

where f denotes the projection of D. Hence the base space CP” admits a 

Kaehlerian structure {갱 , gji} which is represented by the structure tensor 션 
2n+1 ",...n ,of the su bmersion 7r : S<.n-t" ~ -• CP" defined by the Hopf-fibration. 
λ h ... ... ,. f" /r"I2n+l Let’s denote by K Kμ1)" and K kj/' components of the curvature tensors of (S 

2n+1 gJ..μ) and (Cpn
• gji) respectively. Since the unit sphere S<.nT~ is a space of 

constant curvature 1, using the equations of co-Gauss, we have 
h 7', À _K ...... J). .... JJ .... h . .., h .., .., h K . =K E ErE.E +k k---k.k -2h .k. À I "'k'''ji '''j'''!li WI"kj'''i 

and together with (3.17) 

Hence Cp" is a Kaehlerian manifold with constant holomorphic sectional curva

ture 4 (Cf. Ishihara and Konishi [2]). Putting 

썩쩍 =뼈BJ+행Nj， 

썩N;= -없Bj+￠Xlvj， 
(3.20) 

as already shown in section 2, ￦e can easily find the algebraic relations (2.13) 

~(2.17) and the structure equations (2.18)~(2. 24) with c=4 which will be 

very useful. 

Now we put in each nerghborhood U of M 

(3.21) 
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where, here and in the sequeI, we denote the Iifts of functions by the same 

,letters as those the given functions. Then, using (3.4) , (3.8), (3.20) and (3.21) 

and taking account of N:=N:학， we obtain 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

껍Ba= ￠$Bg+￠3NX， 

야Nt= -행B2+￠XN;. 

Transvecting 뼈 to (3.22) and (3.23윈) re않sp야ec야th 
(3.23잉) in the usua떠1 way, we can easily obtain that 

ø:행-ø:앨-앓ß=_δ$， 

ø!øß+ø~ø;=o， ø짧+ø~ø;=o. 
‘ (3.24) ø:ø~-ø짧=-영， 

øßα =-øαß' ø，αx=øxa' øxy = -øyX’ 

‘“ X 
Applying the operator V r = B;D K to (3.22) and (3.23) respectively and making 

'use of (3.11) , (3.14) (3.22) and (3.23) , we aIso find 

F꽤=휩δ%-Fαgrß+A;x껍-Argx 쟁， 

(3.25) fβ짧=Aggy 합-ARrx 싫， fg했=A싫t-A&앵， 

fg켈=AβJ 었-A&앵· 
AIso, applying the operator 

{3.14), we have 

Vß to (3.5) and taking account of (2. 11) ~nd 

(3.26) Vß폰=뼈， A ßa
x 양=때， A짧a=행， 

which and {3.9) and (3.21) imply 

(3.27) 얘=-행. 
Moreover, in such a submanifold M , its Ricci equation is giveo by 

(3.28) K ,, _X =A ,, __ xA~-A_xA~ ßay βr 

2n+l ibecause the ambient manifold S~"'T" is a space of constant curvature. 

Now we apply the operator Vb=B챈;=E챈a to (3.4). Then, using (3. 11) and 
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(3.12), we have 

Aba X N:EZ+BJEEfgEZ =BZ Et(DμEZ)BZ+EjEEAgZ N;, 

from which taking account of (3.9), (3. 10) and (3.27), 

AbaXN;E@-챔BJFα=-캠B품a+(A없XEE〕N1， 
or using (3.20), 

(3.29) AggXEE = AbaXE@+썩일· 

Trans、recting (3.29) with E: and changing the index r with β， we get 

(3.30) 

with the help of (3.21) and (3. 26). 

Applying the operator ílc=Eπr to (3. 30), we have 

E핸rAgax=(VcAbax)EaEZ+AbaXEZ(frE$)EZ+AbaXE$E챈rEZ 

+E:〔fr월)싫+양E:fr짧+EZ(fr때)좀g+삶E핸후a’ 

from which, substituting (3.10) with 쟁 =-쟁， (3.25) and (3.26), 

E:frAgax = (VcAb띠E$Ea-Aba뀔 (흥βE@+알Eß)+Ør，βEZ양+ØraE~때 

or using (3.21) and (3.29), 

(3.31 , ) E;Vγ4ß/=(íl~b 

-Acay장) (，잃EZ+E앓a)+2(앨혐)앓a. 

4. Anti-invariant submanifold of Cpn 

If the transformation 캠 of any vector tangent to M is orthogonaI to M , the‘ 

submanifold M is said to be anti-z"nvariant to Cpn. Then at any point PελT 

we have 

Ø(TpCM))上T/M)，

and consequentIy 

(4. 1) 뼈=0 

in the sense of (3.20). 

In this section we shall consider such a submanifold M of Cpn that at any 

’ 
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point PεM we have Ø(TpCM))上TpCM). Then we first find from (2.16) and, 
(3.21) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) ø~=O 
respectively. By means of (3.22) and (4.3) we can see that the submanifold M 

is aIso anti-invariant in S2n+l in the sense of (3.22). 

Now we assume that the second fundamentaI tensor of M is paraIlel, i. e. , 
F껴b/=O and that the normal bundle N(M) of M is trivial. Then (2.24) with 

c=4 and 행=0 imply 

￠짧ay-￠Z%y+AbeXAZy-AaeXAZy=o， 

from which, differentiating covariantly and using (2.19) and V'cAb/=O, we findJ 

Acbz￠행'ay +Ø~Aca zØZY - Aca zø:행by-없ACb zØZY=O. 

Transvecting the above equation with 앵 and usin~ (4.2), we obtain 2(n -l)Ab갱; 

=0, which implies 

(4.4) ACb%'앵=0 

and consequently 

(4.5) Vb행=0， V'，;야=0 

with the help of (2. 19). 

We differentiate (4.2) covariantly along M. Then we have by using (4.5) 

(V'd앵)Ø~=o， 
z 

from which, transvecting with ø; and taking account of (2.17), 

V'd월+(?c캠)Ø혔=o. 

On the other hand (V'c앵)쟁햄=0 because of (2.20), (4.2) and (4.4). Hence we 

have 

(4.6) V'd섭=o. 

THEOREM 1. Let M be an an#-z'nvan"ant sμbmanz'fold 01 a comPlex projec#ve 

space Cpn and π :M • M the szebmersion which is compatible with the HoPI

fZ·brattoft R : s2η+ 1-• cpn. 11 the second fzmda깜ental lorm 01 M is parallel and' 
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쩌e norηzal connectz"on z's flat , then the second fundamentallorm 01 M is also 

paralled and, moreover, the normal connectz"on of M is flat. 

PROOF. Under the our assumption, we can easily check that 

E핸rAßα%=0 

because of (3.31), (4.1), (4.2) and (4.4). Transvecting the above equation with 

E~ gives 

(4.7) faAgax =fa캉TfRArax 

because f A x-f A x=0. 
gα Vß 

On the other hand, differentiating the second equation of (3.26) covariantly 

.and using (3.26) and (4.3), we obtain 

(FgAarx)강r =fg￠a， 

from which, taking account of (3.10) with 야=야=0， (3.21) and (4.5). we can 

easily find 

(4.8) (fgAarx)용r =0. 

Hence, from (4.7) and (4.8). we have 

frA&=o. 

Next. in order to prove the second assertion we compute directly K.얘YX com

ponents of the normal connection of M by using (3.28) and (3.30). 

AraXA§y=(AbaXE:EZ+용r양+짧;)(A;yEaEt+잃앵+rxøyß). 
which and (3.21) and (3.24) imply 

.and consequently 

Hence we ha ve 

if the submanifold is anti-invariant in Cpn. which and (4.6) imply our last 
.assertion. Thus we complete the proof of the theorem. 

Combining Theorem A and Theorem B. we have 
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THEOREM 2, Let M be a compact orientable anH-invarz'ant submanzfold 01 a 
’‘ . . . " ... -coηzPlex projec#ve space CP" 01 a real codz'mensz'on p and π :M-• M the submer-

~ , ,,2n+1 sz-on whz'ch z's coηφatz'ble wüh the Hopl-，껴~'bratz'on π : S~，.-，~ ,CP". 11 the second 

lundamentallorm 01 M z's parallel and the normal connectz'on z's Ilat. then 

M = sI(7l) × --- × S 1(γ2n+l-씨/~. 

%here r2+…+72 =1 2n+1 -Þ 
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